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Conductance modulations in spin field-effect transistors under finite bias voltages

Liangbin Hu, Ju Gao, and Shun-Qing Shen
Department of Physics, The University of Hong Kong, Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong, China

~Received 16 October 2003; published 6 April 2004!

The conductance modulations in spin field-effect transistors under finite bias voltages were studied. It was
shown that when a finite bias voltage is applied between two terminals of a spin field-effect transistor, the spin
precession states of injected spin-polarized electrons in the semiconductor channel of the device will depend
not only on the gate-voltage controlled Rashba spin-orbit coupling but also on the bias voltage and, hence, the
conductance modulation in the device due to Rashba spin-orbit coupling may also depend sensitively on the
bias voltage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years spin-polarized transport in semic
ductor microstructures has attracted much attention bec
of its important relevance to the emerging field of spintro
ics, a new branch of electronics where the electron’s spin~ in
addition to its charge! is the active element for informatio
storage and processing.1 An issue of fundamental importanc
in the emerging field of spintronics is the generation a
control of high spin-polarized currents in semiconductors1–5

Recently high efficient injection of spin-polarized curren
from magnetic to nonmagnetic semiconductors have b
achieved at low temperatures;6 however, efficient injection of
spin-polarized currents from ferromagnetic~F! metals into
semiconductors~S! has not yet been realized experimental
But for room temperature spintronic devices, ferromagne
metal sources are indispensable tools. Detailed theore
investigations have revealed that the main obstacle for
injection from anF metal source into a semiconductor orig
nates from the large mismatch between the conductivitie
metals and semiconductors.7,8 It can be shown that in usua
FS junctions, the spin injection coefficients are proportion
to sS /sF , wheresS and sF are the conductivities of the
semiconductors and theF metals, respectively. SincesS
!sF , the efficiencies of spin injections in usu
FS-junctions are very small. At first glance, this proble
seems insurmountable, but very recent theoretical invest
tions show that this obstacle may be overcome through
use of suitable potential barriers8–10 or through appropriate
epitaxial interfaces that obey certain selection rules
band-structure symmetry properties,11,12and encouraging ex
perimental results have also been obtained following the
oretical predictions.13–15 These results suggest that devic
made of combinations ofF metals and semiconductors ma
be truly promising for applications in spintronics. Among t
most prominent device proposals that involve combinati
of F metals and semiconductors is the spin field-effect tr
sistor~spin FET! ~Ref. 4!. In a spin FET, two ferromagneti
metallic electrodes are coupled via a ballistic semicondu
channel. The current modulation in the structure arises fr
spin precession of injected spin-polarized electrons in
semiconductor channel due to Rashba spin-orbit coupl
while two ferromagnetic metallic electrodes are used to p
erentially inject and detect the spin-polarized currents. It
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long been established both theoretically16,17 and
experimentally18,19 that, arising from the structural inversio
asymmetry, there is a spin-orbit interaction in tw
dimensional electron gases~2DEG’s! on narrow-gap semi-
conductor~such as InAs! surfaces. This underlying spin-orb
interaction was known as Rashba spin-orbit coupling in
literatures. An important feature of Rashba spin-orbit co
pling is that its strength can by tuned by an external g
voltage, which alters the build-in structural inversion asy
metry. Due to this fact, spin precession of injected sp
polarized electrons in theS channel of a spin FET can b
tuned by applying an external gate voltage, and conco
tantly, the current flowing through the device can be a
modulated. This mechanism was first proposed in a sem
work by Datta and Das4 and recently, some important facto
that will affect the behaviors of a spin FET were investigat
in more details and with more realistic assumptions.20–25 In
the present paper, we discuss the conductance modulatio
spin FET’s under finite bias voltages. Previous theoreti
investigations have been focussed on the zero-bias con
tance modulations in spin FET’s, but in practical applicatio
a finite bias voltage need to be applied between two ter
nals of a spin FET, and the conductance-bias voltage cha
teristics of a device are usually very important for its prac
cal applications. From theoretical viewpoints, when a fin
bias voltage is applied between two terminals of a spin F
a longitudinal electric field will be established in the sem
conductor channel of the device, and as was well known
spin-orbit coupled systems external electric field may pla
more subtle role on electron’s transport than in traditio
electronic devices. The reason for this is that in spin-or
coupled systems the effect of electric field may be sensitiv
spin dependent.~Examples of unusual effect of electric fiel
on electron’s charge and spin transport in spin-orbit coup
systems can be seen from Refs. 26–28.! In the present pape
we discuss the influence of finite bias voltages on the c
ductance modulations in spin FET’s due to Rashba spin-o
coupling. We will show that when a finite bias voltage
applied between two terminals of a spin FET, the cond
tance modulation in the structure due to Rashba spin-o
coupling may depend sensitively on the bias voltage, and
order to describe correctly the spin precession states o
jected spin-polarized electrons in the semiconductor chan
of the device, the interplay between the Rashba spin-o
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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coupling ~which can be tuned via the gate voltage! and the
longitudinal electric field induced by the application of
finite bias voltage should be described in a unified way.

II. MODEL AND FORMULATION

For simplicity, in this paper we will restrict our discussio
to a 1D model. In one-dimensional systems the quantum
terference effect due to Rashba spin-orbit coupling will
maximum since the phase shifts of electrons due to Ras
spin-orbit coupling are independent of their paths, so
idealized 1D model will give an upper limit for the achie
able spin-transistor effect. In higher dimensions, the ph
shifts of electrons will depend on their paths and, hence,
spin-transistor effect will become weaker than what is p
dicted in a 1D model system. This was illustrated in Ref.
Though in the present paper we restrict our discussion
1D model system, the formulas given below are easy to
extended to systems with higher dimensions. This will
discussed elsewhere. In the one-band effective-mass app
mation, the 1D model system can be described by the
lowing Hamiltonian:

Ĥ5
1

2
p̂x

1

m~x!
p̂x1

1

2\
ŝz@ p̂xa~x!1a~x! p̂x#

1
1

2
Dŝ•@mW Lu~2x!1mW Ru~x2L !#1dEc

3u~x!u~L2x!1Û@d~x!1d~x2L !#1V~x!. ~1!

Here u(x) is the usual step function andd(x) the usuald
function,p̂x is the momentum operator,ŝ is the Pauli matrix,
m(x)5mf1(ms2mf) u(x)u(L2x) is the effective mass o
electron, withmf denoting the effective mass of electron
the ferromagnetic electrodes andms the effective mass o
electron in the semiconductor channel, and theF/S inter-
faces are assumed to be located atx50 andx5L. The sec-
ond term in Eq. ~1! describes the Rashba spin-orb
coupling,21–24 wherea(x) is defined bya(x)[aRu(x)u(L
2x), with aR denoting the Rashba spin-orbit coupling co
stant in theS region, which can be tuned by the gate voltag
Since the HamiltonianĤ has to be an Hermitian operator,
Eq. ~1! we have used the symmetrized version of Ras
spin-orbit interaction. The third term in Eq.~1! describes the
exchange interaction in the ferromagnetic electrodes, witD

denoting the spin-splitting energy and the unit vectormW L

(mW R) denoting the direction of the magnetization in the l
~right! electrode. It will be assumed thatmW L is in the 1x

direction andmW R will be in either 1x direction ~parallel
configuration! or 2x direction ~antiparallel configuration!.
The fourth and fifth terms in Eq.~1! model the conduction-
band mismatch and the interfacial scattering between thF
andS regions, respectively, withdEc denoting the band mis
match andÛ the interfacial scattering potential. In the pre
ence of both spin-conserving and spin-flip interfacial scat
ing, Û will be a 232 matrix with the diagonal element
(U↑↑,U↓↓) representing the spin-dependent strength of sp
16530
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conserving interfacial scattering and the off-diagonal e
ments (U↑↓,U↓↑) the strength of spin-flip interfacial scatte
ing. For simplicity, we will assume thatU↑↑5U↓↓[U1 and
U↑↓5U↓↑[U2. ~For magnetically active interface, it is pos
sible thatU↑↑ÞU↓↓ andU↑↓ÞU↓↑.! Finally, the last term in
Eq. ~1! denotes the longitudinal electric potential induced
the application of a finite bias voltage, and the longitudin
electric potential is given by V(x)52eV0u(x2L)
2eV0(x/L)u(x)u(L2x), whereV0 is the magnitude of the
applied bias voltage. Due to the application of the bias vo
ageV0, a longitudinal electric fieldF[V0 /L will be estab-
lished in the semiconductor channel of the structure and
Fermi energymR in the right electrode will be lowered by
eV0 with respect to the Fermi energymL in the left electrode.

To obtain the spin conductance of the device described
the Hamiltonian~1!, we start by considering the scatterin
problem related to the interfaces between theF and S re-
gions. In order to solve the scattering problem, one need
find first the eigenstates in each region. In the ferromagn
electrodes (x,0 and x.L), one obtains from the Hamil-
tonian ~1! the eigenstates with energyE,

CF,s,L
(6) 5fF,s,L

(6) ~x!us&,fF,s,L
(6) ~x!

5A mf

\ks,L
e6 iks,Lx ~x,0!, ~2!

CF,g,R
(6) 5fF,g,R

(6) ~x!ug&, fF,g,R
(6) ~x!

5A mf

\kg,R
e6 ikg,Rx ~x.L !, ~3!

where us&(s56) and ug& (g56) are the spinor eigen
states in the left and right electrodes, respectively, which
defined by

$u1&L ,u2&L%5
1

A2
S 61

1 D ,$u1&R ,u2&R%5l
1

A2
S 61

1 D ,

~4!

wherel511 if the two ferromagnetic electrodes are in pa
allel configuration andl521 if the two ferromagnetic elec
trodes are in antiparallel configuration. The wave num
ks,L (kg,R) will be given by k6,L(R)5A(2mf /\2)(E7D).
The eigenfunctions in theS region cannot be written down
directly from the Hamiltonian~1! due to the presence of th
last term in Eq.~1!. To find the eigenstates in theS region,
we first note that in theS region the Hamiltonian~1! is spin
diagonal and the eigenstates have the formCS,b(x)
5fS,b(x)ub& and CS,b̄(x)5fS,b̄(x)ub̄&, whereub&5(1,0)
andub̄&5(0,1) are the spinor eigenstates in theSregion. The
Schrödinger equation in theS region will reduce to

2
\2

2ms

]2

]x2
fS,b~x!2 iaR

]

]x
fS,b~x!2

eV0x

L
fS,b~x!

5EfS,b~x!, ~5!
4-2
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2
\2

2ms

]2

]x2
fS,b̄~x!1 iaR

]

]x
fS,b̄~x!2

eV0x

L
fS,b̄~x!

5EfS,b̄~x!. ~6!

After making a transformation

fS,b~x!→wb~x!5fS,b~x!eiaRmx/\2

and

fS,b̄~x!→wb̄~x!5fS,b̄~x!e2 iaRmx/\2
,

it can be shown that bothwb(x) andwb̄(x) will satisfy the
following equation:

]2

]x2
w~x!1

2eV0ms

L\2
~x1e0!w~x!50, ~7!

wheree0 is defined by

e05
EL

eV0
1

aR
2msL

2eV0\2
. ~8!

Equation ~7! can solved with the help of the Airy func
tions and the two linearly independent solutions c
be given by Ai@2(2eV0ms /L\2)1/3(x1e0)# and Bi@
2(2eV0ms /L\2)1/3(x1e0)#. HereAi@z# andBi@z# are the
usual Airy functions.29 Then one can see that in theS region
there are four independent eigenstates with energyE, and the
corresponding eigenfunctionsCS,b

( i ) (x) and CS,b̄
( i ) (x) ( i

51,2) will be given by

CS,b
( i ) ~x!5fS,b

( i ) ~x!ub&, fS,b
( i ) ~x!5e2 iaRmx/\2

w( i )~x!, ~9!

CS,b̄
( i )

~x!5fS,b̄
( i )

~x!ub̄&, fS,b̄
( i )

~x!5eiaRmx/\2
w( i )~x!,

~10!

where w(1)(x)[Ai@2(2eV0ms /L\2)1/3(x1e0)# and
w(2)(x)[Bi@2(2eV0ms /L\2)1/3(x1e0)#.

Now we consider the scattering state of an electron w
energyE and spins incoming from the ferromagnetic lea
(x,0). The total wave function including the reflected a
transmitted waves can be written as

CF~x!5fF,s,L
(1) ~x!us&1r ssfF,s,L

(2) ~x!us&

1r ss̄fF,s̄,L
(2)

~x!us̄&, x,0, ~11!

CS~x!5 (
i 51,2

ci ,bfS,b
( i ) ~x!ub&

1 (
i 51,2

ci ,b̄fS,b̄
( i )

~x!ub̄&, 0,x,L, ~12!

CF~x!5tsgfF,g,R
(1) ~x!ug&1tsḡfF,ḡ,R

(1)
~x!uḡ&, x.L,

~13!

wherer ss , r ss̄ , tsg , tsḡ , ci ,b , andci ,b̄ ( i 51,2) are coef-
ficients that need to be determined by the boundary co
16530
n

h
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tions. The matching conditions at the interfaces between
F and S regions can be obtained by integratingĤC5EC
from x52« to x51« and fromx5L2« to x5L1« in the
limit «→0. This yields

CF~x!ux5025CS~x!ux501, ~14!

CS~x!ux5L25CF~x!ux5L1, ~15!

v̂SCS~x!ux5015 v̂FCF~x!ux5022
2i

\
ÛCF~x!ux502,

~16!

v̂SCS~x!ux5L25 v̂FCF~x!ux5L11
2i

\
ÛCF~x!ux5L1,

~17!

wherev̂F5 p̂x /mf andv̂S5 p̂x /ms1(aR /\)ŝz are the veloc-
ity operators in theF and S regions, respectively. From th
matching conditions~14!–~17!, the transmission coefficient
tsg and tsḡ can be obtained. Then in the linear-respon
regime and in the low-temperature limit, the spin condu
tanceGs and the total conductanceG of the device can be
calculated through the Landauer formula, given by

G5 (
s56

Gs , Gs5
e2

h (
g56

utsg~m!u2, ~18!

wherem is the average of the Fermi energiesmL andmR on
the left and right electrodes, respectively.30 The spin injec-
tion coefficient for the device can be defined byh5(G1

2G2)/(G11G1). This ratio characterizes the spin pola
ization of the charge current flowing through the device. T
conductance of the device and the spin injection coeffici
will depend on the magnetization configurations in the t
electrodes. In the following we will denote the conductan
asG(P) and the spin injection coefficient ash (P) if the mag-
netizations in the two electrodes are parallel and asG(AP)

and h (AP) if the magnetizations in the two electrodes a
antiparallel. The change in conductance when the two fe
magnetic electrodes switch between parallel and antipar
configurations can be measured by a magnetoconduct
ratio hM , defined by

hM5
G(P)2G(AP)

G(P)1G(AP)
. ~19!

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Based on the formulas established above, in this sec
we will present some numerical examples by consider
some actual experimental parameters. We will solve E
~14!–~17! numerically by transfer-matrix method. In order
obtain the transfer matrix, it may be more convenient to
write the wave function in the electrodes in a more gene
form as following:

CF~x!5 (
s56

@as
(1)fF,s,L

(1) ~x!us&1as
(2)fF,s,L

(2) ~x!us&],

x,0, ~20!
4-3
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FIG. 1. The changes of the conductanceG(P) andG(AP), the magnetoconductance ratiohM , and the spin injection coefficienth (P) and
h (AP), with the variations of the bias voltageV0 in two distinct cases with different Rashba spin-orbit coupling constant.@The strength of
Rashba spin-orbit coupling is characterized by the Rashba wave numberkR[msaR /\2. In Fig. 1~a!, kR5107 cm21 for the solid line and the
dotted line,kR553107 cm21 for the dashed line and the dash-dotted line. In~b!–~d!, kR5107 cm21 for the solid line andkR55
3107 cm21 for dashed line. Other parameters were given in the text.#
s

CF~x!5 (
g56

@bg
(1)fF,g,R

(1) ~x!ug&1bg
(2)fF,g,R

(2) ~x!ug&],

x.L. ~21!

If the spin of incident electron isus&, one hasas
(1)51,

as̄
(1)

50, as
(2)5r ss , as̄

(2)
5r ss̄ , bg

(1)5tsg , bḡ
(1)

5tsḡ ,
bg

(2) (g56) will be set to be zero. From Eq.~12! and Eqs.
~20!–~21!, at the interfaces between theF and S regions,
CF(x), CS(x), v̂FCF(x), andv̂SCS(x) can be expressed a
following:

FCF~x!ux502

v̂FCF~x!ux502
G5Ŝ1F a1

(1)

a2
(1)

a1
(2)

a2
(2)

G ,
16530
FCS~x!ux501

v̂SCS~x!ux501
G5Ŝ2F c1,b

c2,b

c1,b̄

c2,b̄

G ,

FCS~x!ux5L2

v̂SCS~x!ux5L2
G5Ŝ3F c1,b

c2,b

c1,b̄

c2,b̄

G ,

FCF~x!x5L1

v̂FCF~x!ux5L1
G5Ŝ4F b1

(1)

b2
(1)

b1
(2)

b2
(2)

G , ~22!
4-4
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FIG. 2. The changes of the conductanceG(P) andG(AP), the magnetoconductance ratiohM , and the spin injection coefficienth (P), with
the variations of the Rashba wave numberkR in two distinct cases with different bias voltages.@In ~a!, V050.1 V for the solid line and the
dotted line,V050.2 V for the dashed line and the dash-dotted line. In~b!–~c!, V050.1 V for the solid line andV050.2 V for the dashed
line. Other parameters were given in the text. The changes of the spin injection coefficienth (AP) with the variations ofkR is similar as was
shown in~c! and were not plotted.#
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whereŜi( i 51,2,3,4) are 434 matrices, and the matrix ele
ments ofŜi can be written down directly from Eqs.~12! and
Eqs.~20!–~21!. From the matching condition~14!–~17! and
Eq. ~22!, one gets that

F a1
(1)

a2
(1)

a1
(2)

a2
(2)

G5ŜtF b1
(1)

b2
(1)

b1
(2)

b2
(2)

G , ~23!

where Ŝt[Ŝ1
21Ŝ2Ŝ3

21Ŝ4 are the transfer matrix. Taking
b1

(2)50 andb2
(2)50, then from Eq.~23! one gets that
16530
Fb1
(1)

b2
(1)G5T̂Fa1

(1)

a2
(1)G ,T̂5FSt~1,1! St~1,2!

St~2,1! St~2,2!
G21

, ~24!

whereSt( i , j ) are the matrix elements of the transfer mat
Ŝt . Sinceas

(1)51 andas̄
(1)

50 if the spin of incident elec-
tron is us&, then the transmission coefficient can be obtain
directly from Eq. ~24! as following: t115T(1,1), t12

5T(2,1), t215T(1,2), t225T(2,2), whereT( i , j ) are the
elements of the matrixT̂. After the transmission coefficient
are obtained, the spin conductance of the device can be
tained from Eq.~18!. In the following we will focus on iron
~Fe! as the ferromagnetic source and drain and InAs as
semiconductor channel. In the ferromagnetic electrodes
Fermi energy~in the equilibrium state! will be set to EF
52.469 eV and the exchange splitting energy be set toD
4-5
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FIG. 3. The changes of the conductanceG(P) and the spin injection coefficienth (P) andh (AP) with the variations of the bias voltageV0

in the presence of interfacial scattering.@The strengths of interfacial scattering are characterized by two dimensionless parametersz1 andz2.
In ~a!, z150 andz250 for the solid line;z1510 andz250 for the dashed;z150 andz2510 for the dotted line. In~b!–~c!, z150 andz250
for the solid line;z155 andz250 for the dotted line;z150 andz255 for the dashed line.kR5107 cm21. Other parameters were given i
the text. The changes of the conductanceG(AP) with the variations of the bias voltageV0 is similar as was shown in~a! and were not plotted.#
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53.46 eV, appropriate for Fe. The effective masses were
to mf5me ~for Fe! and ms50.036me ~for InAs!, and the
band mismatch between theF and S regions were set to
dEc52.0 eV. The length of the semiconductor channel w
set to be 1mm. The strength of Rashba spin-orbit couplin
will be characterized by a Rashba wave numberkR
[msaR /\2. For simplicity, we first assume that no interf
cial scattering presents~i.e., Û50). In Figs. 1~a!–1~b! we
have plotted the changes of the total conductanceG(P) and
G(AP) and the magnetoconductance ratiohM with the varia-
tions of the bias voltageV0 in two distinct cases with differ-
ent Rashba spin-orbit coupling constants, and the change
the spin injection coefficienth (P) andh (AP) with the varia-
tions of the bias voltageV0 were also plotted in Figs. 1~c!–
1~d!, respectively. From Figs. 1~a!–1~d! one can see that in
large range of the bias voltageV0, the conductance and th
16530
et

s
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magnetoconductance ratio and the spin injection coeffic
all can be changed significantly by tuning the Rashba sp
orbit coupling~which can be realized by changing the ga
voltage!, suggesting that the structure described the Ham
tonian ~1! may exhibit significant spin-transistor effect in
large range of the bias voltage. But Figs. 1~a!–1~d! show that
the modulations of the conductance and the magnetocon
tance ratio and the spin injection coefficient due to t
Rashba spin-orbit coupling may depend sensitively on
bias voltage, i.e., the changes of the conductance and
magnetoconductance ratio and the spin injection coeffic
with the variations of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling co
stant may be very different under different bias voltag
This can be seen more clearly from Figs. 2~a!–2~c!, where
we have plotted the changes of the conductanceG(P) and
G(AP) and the magnetoconductance ratiohM and the spin
4-6
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CONDUCTANCE MODULATIONS IN SPIN FIELD- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 165304 ~2004!
injection coefficienth (P) with the variations of the Rashb
spin-orbit coupling constant~characterized by the Rashb
wave numberkR[msaR /\2) in two distinct cases with dif-
ferent bias voltageV0. From Figs. 2~a!–2~c! one can see
clearly that the bias voltage may have significant influen
on the modulations of the conductance and the magneto
ductance ratio and the spin injection coefficient due
Rashba spin-orbit coupling. From theoretical viewpoints,
spin-transistor effect due to Rashba spin-orbit coupling m
depend sensitively on the bias voltage because that the
plication of a finite bias voltage will not only change th
energies of incident electrons~as in usual electronic devices!
but also have influence on the gate-voltage controlled s
precession of injected spin-polarized electrons in theSchan-
nel of the device. The reason for this is that when a finite b
voltage is applied between two terminals of a spin FET
longitudinal electric field will be established in theSchannel
of the device, and due to the presence of this longitud
electric field, spin precession of injected spin-polarized el
trons in theS channel will depend not only on the gat
voltage controlled Rashba spin-orbit coupling but also
pend on the bias voltage. This can be seen clearly from
formulas presented in Sec. II, where we have shown tha
the presence of a finite bias voltage, the spinor wave func
in theS region will depend not only on the Rashba spin-or
coupling but also on the bias voltage. So, in order to desc
correctly the spin precession states of injected spin-polar
electrons in the semiconductor channel of a spin FET,
interplay of the gate-voltage controlled Rashba spin-o
coupling and the longitudinal electric field induced by t
application of a finite bias voltage need to be described
unified way, as was shown in Sec. II. Next, we consider
effect of interfacial scattering~ i.e., ÛÞ0). The strength of
interfacial scattering can be characterized by two dimens
less parameters defined byz1[(U1 /\)A2mf /EF and z2

[(U2 /\)A2mf /EF, whereU1 andU2 are the diagonal and
off-diagonal elements of the interfacial scattering poten
matrix Û. The parametersz1 andz2 represent the strength
of spin-conserving and spin-flip interfacial scatterings,
spectively. The effect of interfacial scatterings can be s
from Figs. 3~a!–3~c!, where we have plotted the changes
S.
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the conductanceG(P) and the spin injection coefficienth (P)

and h (AP) with the variations of the bias voltageV0 in the
presence of interfacial scatterings. Figure 3~a! shows that
both spin-conserving and spin-flip interfacial scatterings w
decrease substantially the conductance of the device,
Figs. 3~b!–3~c! show that the effect of interfacial scattering
on the spin injection coefficient is very different from i
effect on the conductance. From Figs. 3~b!–3~c! one can see
that both spin-conserving and spin-flip interfacial scatter
can enhancerather thandecreasethe spin injection effi-
ciency across theF/S interfaces in the device. This is a littl
similar as in the corresponding case of spin injections
diffusive FSF junctions, where one can show that if th
contact between theF and S regions are both resistive an
spin-selective, the spin injection efficiency across theFSF
junctions can be increased substantially and the problem
conductivity mismatch can be remedied.9 From theoretical
viewpoints, this enhancement arises from the fact that w
moving electrons are transmitted between theF regions and
theSregions in aFSF junction, spin-up and spin-down elec
trons will experience asymmetric scattering, and this asy
metry can be enhanced in the presence of spin-depen
interfacial scatterings.

In conclusion, in this paper we have discussed the in
ence of finite bias voltages on the conductance modulat
in spin FET’s due to Rashba spin-orbit coupling. We ha
shown that when a finite bias voltage is applied between
terminals of a spin FET, the conductance modulation in
device due to Rashba spin-orbit coupling may depend se
tively on the bias voltage, and the spin precession state
injected spin-polarized electrons in the semiconductor ch
nel of the device will depend not only on the gate-volta
controlled Rashba spin-orbit coupling but also on the b
voltage. In the approach presented in this paper, the effec
the interplay of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling and the b
voltage have been described in a unified way.
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